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About This Game

Vitrum is a 3D, first person, puzzle/platform game. The main character is an android designed to convert energy from crystals
into powers. The android can absorb energy in each of his hands, allowing him to combine different powers. One of the coolest

powers is the ability to invert the gravity, because it’s 3d and because the player can freely choose when and where to use it!
Vitrum takes place in a desert laboratory full of different colored crystals. Some crystals grant powers, others are harmful to the

android.

The player will have to figure out how to use the crystals, solve the puzzles and finish each stage in Vitrum. Features:

- Stage editor
- More than 45 stages.

- Collect crystal shards to unlock Insane stages.
- Each crystal color represents a power, explore each color and discover every power the android can execute.

- Combine powers to solve more difficult puzzles.
- Explore 3D gravity inversion, materialization of crystal platforms, super high jumps and other powers.
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I really love this game for years.. Would've liked it if it would have been at least an Audio Book with a nice narrator-voice. Its
not so much interactive and story is not very deep. As a lil personal project it's okay, but would not recommend it to anyone.. I
remember playing the demo version for this game quite some time ago on Crimson Skies for the Xbox. The demo only featured
one level, and that was all I got to play. I never got the full game, until a week ago. :D
The graphics improved by quite a bit from I can remember of the original. The music in this game is my favorite part as it suits
it well (and sounds good!).
The game is definetly worth the default price, if you're unsure, wait for a sale, but I do not regret a single bit.
When I get more free time, hopefully I will beat it, 30 minutes is wayyyy under what I was anticipating.. Purchased, tested, and
requested a refund.

I purchased this because I have a Sennheiser headset/mic and external USB sound card by Soundblaster. I wanted to play
Borderlands 2 with my buddy from my couch and TV with Steamlink. It worked... but there seems to be no network QoS. My
controller input became noticeably delayed, frames started skipping, and the audio was staticky and choppy.

Setup info: Both Steamlink and my PC are both wired to gigabit switch ports on my router. Nothing else connected to the
network at the time of testing.

Can not recommend purchasing this at this time.. wonderful VR game, one of the very best that is out there so far, the teleport
mechanic is very interesting and immersive!. I love point & click adventure games! (broken sword, gabriel knight, torens
passage, monkey island, ect) So seeing this game I thought 'oh! it'll be like Monkey I'm sure!'... yea, Sure wrong,.... The voice
acting is awful, and the script seems like theyre talkng down to the player. I keep saying I'll try and play it again, but oh god the
noise,.... Buy on sell, keep sound off.
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I love every track <3

Price is definetely okay for these masterpieces!

If you loved the ingame music like moi this OST is a mustbuy!

. Zup 3 delivers more of the same and yet on a very high level. It's short, it's cheap and it is marvellously fun. Plus there's a ton
of neat achievement icons.

Personally my enjoyment is mildly salted by the fact that Zup 3 started and partially is to blame for the achievement bloat games
which have been flooding Steam ever since. Doesn't make it any less fun as a game though.. It's the Death Korps of Krieg what
else is there to say?. I♥♥♥♥♥♥my pants when two tigers charge at me

10/10 for immersing me. I bought this game, laugh and tears, looking for a reason to live. I then proceeded to download the 2
mb of joy this gem has, and clicked install. At first, I was astonished, stunned in front of such graphics. I was in the main menu,
in the space shuttle. I bought this game expecting nothing, but it was so big. I have no further need to buy No Man's Sky, this
game has it all. Alien tractor poop with physics of gamemaker 2003, I still don't know how I could be more amazed by such a
game in the next years. This game has revolutionized the industry of gaming, and renamed the whole concept of fun. As an ex-
Christian, I have to admit I changed my religion, to BEEP. This living creature gives me chill everytime I open it. It's a tunnel of
fun which leads to confidence and creativity. Before BEEP, my life had no meaning and sense, but I now follow the true life
that other people would be jealous of. I often post screenshots of BEEP on my facebook page, but it seems like no one else likes
BEEP as much as I do, which is why I think it is the greatest spiritual presence I could follow.

If you are reading this, I am truely greateful for you, because your life can get meaning with the simple ''Add to cart'' button.

This game is a masterpiece, and I will forever be happy that BIG FAT ALIEN released this incredible pearl.
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